
MATHEMATICS

Calculation Strategies



AIMS OF THE SESSION:

 To understand the laws underpinning mathematics and how they can be 

applied to primary maths 

 To gain an understanding of what makes an effective and useful calculation 

strategy progression 

 To understand how calculation strategies develop and progress

 To become more aware of the issues and misconceptions surrounding the 

use of different methods for the four operations

 To understand the algorithms for the four operations exemplified in the NC 

and how they could be used and effectively modelled



COMMUTATIVE LAW

The Commutative Law says we can swap numbers over and still get the 

same answer…

…when we add:

a + b = b + a

… or when we multiply:

a x b = b x a



ASSOCIATIVE LAW

The Associative Law says that it doesn’t matter how we group the numbers (i.e. which 

we calculate first)…

…when we add:

(a + b) + c = a + (b + c)

…or when we multiply:

(a x b) x c = a x (b x c)



DISTRIBUTIVE LAW

The "Distributive Law" is the BEST one of all, but needs careful 
attention.

3 lots of (2+4) is the same as 3 lots of 2 plus 3 lots of 4

And we write it like this:

a × (b + c) = a × b + a × c



TEACHING THE FOUR OPERATION 

CALCULATIONS…

An agreed progression for teaching the four operation 

calculations within a school is vital, to ensure a secure 

understanding for all children.

Teachers are unable to teach all children effectively if 

they all have differing backgrounds in terms of strategies 

taught.

 Ideally, all members of staff should have an input, during 

a discussion, when creating a progression of calculations.



PROGRESSION OF CALCULATIONS

Share and compare the examples of Calculation Progression 

you have brought with you.

 Are they easy to follow using clear steps?

 Do they provide examples?

 Are visual images used?

 Do they promote the use of the correct mathematical vocabulary?

 Do they suggest which year group each strategy is aimed at?

 Would they be suitable to share with parents?



CALCULATION PROGRESSION DOCUMENTS 

What would an ideal calculation progression 

document look like?

What would be your 5 non-negotiables to be 

included in a calculation progression 

document?



MISCONCEPTIONS TASK

What are the common misconceptions you are 

observing when applying the four operations?



COMMON ERRORS AND MISCONCEPTIONS 
WITH THE COLUMN METHOD

How can some of these misconceptions be overcome?

Be aware of them – model as a ‘mistake’, discuss them, 
use a teaching points

Model alongside a familiar method from their previous 
learning so they can make connections

 Support with the use of mathematical resources so they 
can understand ‘why’ through reasoning, rather than 
simply following a procedure

The easiest way to identify and address the 

misconception…

Ask the child to explain how they 

calculated.



WHAT IS AN ALGORITHM?

A process or set of rules to be 

followed in calculations or other 

problem-solving operations, 

especially by a computer

They MUST be followed in the 

correct order to achieve the 

desired outcome

Why are 

algorithms so 

important in 

maths?



WHAT DO WE MEAN BY THE ‘COLUMN METHOD’?



DISCUSSION POINTS…

Where should the operation symbol be written?

Where should the exchanged numbers be written?

Should there be one single line or a pair of parallel lines 

under the calculation?

DfE guidance:



THE TRANSITION FROM INFORMAL MODELS TO 

FORMAL STRATEGIES



POSSIBLE IMAGES…











BREAK



YOUR TASK…

To plan a learning opportunity involving the application 

of the four operations. 

Work with one year 4 child (ability unknown) to develop 

their learning through unpicking a problem. Use AfL

strategies to adapt your teaching to the needs of the 

learner. Identify and prioritise the key needs of the 

learner.



Some ideas…

 Using dienes/place value counters to model and reason alongside using 

the column method or number line

 Using mistakes in workings as teaching points – can they explain why the 

answer is correct/incorrect? Can they use an estimate to check the 

answer?

 Verbally explaining using mathematical vocabulary

 Use of missing numbers in number lines or column method and justifying 

why the gaps should be a certain number

 Use of blank squares to create column method calculation and offer a 

selection of digit cards to put in  the correct place justifying their reasons



EXPECTATIONS OF Y4 



UNDERTAKE ACTIVITIES WITH Y4 CHILD

Consider…

Who will teach each activity?

How will you make notes?

How will AfL be used?

Will one person act as an observer/note-taker?

How will you show progress?



DISCUSSION TIME WITH PARTNER

 Is the child working at ARE (Age Related Expectation)? 

Are they secure at year 4? How do you know?

Did they have any misconceptions which prevented 

them from progressing and achieving? How did you 

address these misconceptions?

What would you suggest are the next steps for this child 

to make progress?



POST-TASK

We have identified some of the common misconceptions 

and mistakes children make when using the 4 operations.

Use some of these misconceptions as teaching points 

when you are next teaching or applying calculation 

strategies.


